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WCPY-FM Quarterly Issues/Programs List

Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Business Management, Career, Viewpoints/Segment 1            04/03/22 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                   
Human Resources, Technology; (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:23am 09 minutes 
(Psychology, Communication,
Relationships, Language)

Narration: As the pandemic winds down and millions get back to a more normal routine, some employers are mandating for workers to return to the 
traditional office environment.  But some are pushing back, wondering why it’s necessary to go back in if they can do the same tasks from home.  Dr. Lynda 
Gratton breads down how work has forever changed by Covid-19, and the new models and technology that have taken hold instead of the traditional, in-person 
Monday-Friday routine.

(Segment 2) All the signals we send, from the words we use to the gestures we make, form an impression on the people we interact with every day.  Human 
behavior research Vanessa Van Edwards joins us this week to share some insights on the many different signal cues out there, and how to put them into use to 
improve your communication skills. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Incarceration, Ethics, State Legis- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      04/03/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
lation, Private & Public Prisons, (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Prison Reform, Criminal Justice,
Public Safety, Mental Health, Re-
habilitation, Inmate Safety; (Public
Health, Non-invasive Treatment,
Consumerism, Brain Disorder,
Medical Technology)

Narration: Private prisons seemed to be the answer to America’s overpopulated prisons in the 1980s.  It’s since become a controversial topic of debates.  
Experts discuss if the problem is with private prisons, or with our country’s incarceration system as a whole.

(Segment 2) Essential Tremor has always been treated by medication that’s not guaranteed to work, or brain surgery.  A doctor explains the new, non-
invasive treatment that can help those suffering with ET.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Addiction, Science, Medical Re- Viewpoints/Segment 1            04/10/22 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                   
search, Addiction Treatment, Opi- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:23am 09 minutes 
oid Epidemic, Mental Health; (His-
tory, Immigration, Politics, Govern-
ment, Public Service, Media, Career)

Narration: In the U.S., current overdose deaths of heroin, fentanyl, and prescription opioids have increased over six times from rates seen in 1999, 
according to the CDC.  With the opioid epidemic raging on into 2022, what’s on the forefront of treatment research when it comes to better tackling substance 
disorders?  Dr. Anna Rose Childress, a professor and psychiatrist at the University of Pennsylvania Perelman School of Medicine, joins us this week to 
breakdown the decades-long epidemic, the challenges of treating addiction, and share some new innovations in clinical research.

(Segment 2) Many would argue that the Kennedy family is an American cultural and political dynasty.  From former President John F. Kennedy to past 
Kennedys that have served as senators, ambassadors, and in other high ranking government positions, the name today still signifies power and prestige.  
However, go back just three generations from JFK and the Kennedys were poor, Irish refugees who had just arrived on the shores of America.  This week, we 
discuss this historic ascent from rags to riches. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Addiction, Neurology, Romantic Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      04/10/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
Relationships, Education, Evolu- (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
tion, Mental Health, Neuroscience,
Biology, Reproduction, Psychology;
(Public Health, Invasive Treatment,
Breast Cancer, Chronic Pain, Vag-
inal Rejuvenation, FDA Regulations,
Patient Safety, Consumerism, Women
At Risk, Vulnerable Populations) 

Narration: Researchers have discovered that love is a natural addiction.  It lights up the same part of our brain that substance addiction does.  We need to 
eat, we need to sleep, and we need to love.  Experts discuss how love affects our brain and why we need it for our survival.

(Segment 2) Just because it’s FDA-approved, doesn’t mean it’s necessarily safe.  A vaginal rejuvenation laser treatment has been accused of targeting breast 
cancer patients and not upholding its promises.  An expert reveals how this treatment can cause worse harm and chronic pain to breast cancer patients.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

War, Conflict, Refugee Crisis,  Viewpoints/Segment 1            04/17/22 5:01am-5:10am 10 minutes                   
Humanitarian Aid, Charitable (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:23am 10 minutes 
Giving, Global Issues; (History,
Consumerism, Fashion Industry,
Manufacturing, Worker’s Rights)

Narration: As of early April, Russia’s invasion of Ukraine has displaced more than four million two hundred thousand refugees, according to UNICEF.  
And the residents of Ukraine are not the only people who’ve become refugees due to war, persecution, and natural disaster.  On Viewpoints this week, we discuss 
the importance of helping migrants who need support in getting to safety and finding shelter, education, and more.

(Segment 2) These days, it seems like the blouse or sweater that was bought last season has already disintegrated.  When did quality-made clothes 
disappear, and the rise of new, cheaper fabrics take hold in the U.S.?  Author Sofi Thanhauser joins us this week to shed some light on how the garment industry 
got to where it is today. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Addiction, Rehabilitation, Harm Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      04/17/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Reduction, Drug Overdose, Vul- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:53am 08 minutes 
nerable Populations, Youth At Risk,
Substance Abuse, Health Care, Men-
tal Health, Public Health; (Systemic
Racism, Health Care, Discrimination,
Minority Issues, Patient Safety)

Narration: The CDC reports May 2020 through April 2021 saw the most drug overdose deaths ever recorded in a single year.  These deaths put into 
question how effective America’s efforts to reduce drug use have been.  Experts discuss the use of harm reduction services and why drug addiction is a mental 
health issue.

(Segment 2) As a black mother, Taylor Harris worries her child will be treated differently by medical professionals.  A recent study reveals that some 
medical students believe pain thresholds vary by race.  Dr. Ana Pujols McKee speaks on how proper education can help fix systemic racism in health care.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Environment, Ocean Science, En-  Viewpoints/Segment 1            04/24/22 5:01am-5:12am 11 minutes                   
dangered Species, Climate Change; (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:22am 08 minutes 
(Tourism, Architecture, History,
Urban Planning, Environment)

Narration: Coral reefs are home to twenty-five percent of all marine life – approximately eight hundred thousand species.  But these vibrant, colorful 
landscapes are more than just a home for life; coral reefs are animals themselves.  Two ocean experts join us this week to share some interesting facts about these 
unique creatures and why people should care about their declining existence.

(Segment 2) New York City is home to more than eight million four hundred thousand people. For many, the Big Apple is seen as the center of the universe.  
It is the most populous city in the U.S., and is a must-see destination for billions across the globe.  But the metropolis is much more than its typical stereotypes.  
Look a little closer and you’ll find many hidden gems throughout the city.  Tour guide and author Laurie Lewis joins Viewpoints to shed some light on the stories 
behind some of the city’s most famous buildings and parks. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Child Abuse, Maltreatment, Public Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      04/24/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Health, Vulnerable Populations, (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:53am 08 minutes 
Youth At Risk, Family Issues, Eco-
nomic Security, Parenting, Public
Safety; (Public Health, Mining,
Environment, Consumerism, Ethics,
Natural Resources)

Narration: History has shown that financial stress increases rates of child abuse.  As millions lost their jobs in 2020, experts feared the worst.  This week 
on Radio Health Journal, two medical experts who specialize in studying and uncovering child abuse discuss the contradicting evidence of how the pandemic 
affected rates of child maltreatment.

(Segment 2) Traditional lithium mining can ruin the surrounding environment, posing a risk to the health of local communities and wildlife.  As production 
for a new mine in Nevada gears up, the company behind the project reveals how they’re reducing the public health threats of lithium mining.  A mining critic 
talks about how the new mine will operate and why he believes its construction is essential.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Professional Development, Career, Viewpoints/Segment 1            05/01/22 5:01am-5:08am 07 minutes                   
Communication, Personal Growth, (Segment 2) 5:11am-5:23am 12 minutes 
(Labor Rights, Labor Relations,
Worker’s Rights, Business, 
Wealthy Inequity)

Narration: There’s truth in the saying that the people you surround yourself with heavily impact your life.  It alters the decisions you make and the goals 
and aspirations you set.  That’s why it’s so important to find people who are invested in your success.  We speak with two career and mentorship experts this 
week to breakdown the many benefits of mentorship and how to go about finding the right person for you.

(Segment 2) What does Amazon, Apple, Kellogg, and Starbucks all have in common?  Workers at locations within these brands have unionized or are in the 
process of voting whether to form a union.  Across the board, in various sectors, there seems to be a continuous stream of personnel calling a strike or moving to 
unionize.  What’s behind this big labor movement?  What defines a union?  We answer these questions and more this week on Viewpoints. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Child Abuse, Maltreatment, Public Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      05/01/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
Health, Vulnerable Populations, (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
Youth At Risk, Family Issues, Eco-
nomic Security, Parenting, Public
Safety; (Public Health, Mining,
Environment, Consumerism, Ethics,
Natural Resources)

Narration: Everyone grieves differently, but some can become completely debilitated by their sorrow for years.  The American Psychiatric Association 
recently recognized this type of grief as a diagnosis called Prolonged Grief Disorder.  One doctor behind the decision talks about how this will help people find a 
way out of that cycle of grieving.

(Segment 2) Chronic Traumatic Encephalopathy is a progressive brain disorder that can only be diagnosed after death.  The condition caused by repeated 
head trauma, but much of CTE is still a mystery.  Dr. Michael Alosco discusses who he thinks is most at risk and the various obstacles researchers face while 
studying CTE.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Mental Health, Adolescent Devel- Viewpoints/Segment 1            05/08/22 5:01am-5:12am 11 minutes                   
opment, Education, Psychology, (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:21am 07 minutes 
Psychiatry; (War, Global Trade,
Commerce, Natural Resources,
Mining, Finance, Law)

Narration: Between 2001 and 2019, suicide rates for young people ages ten to nineteen jumped forty percent.  Between the same period, emergency room 
visits for self-harm increased eighty-eight percent, according to the CDC.  The pandemic has only exacerbated these numbers.  What’s driving this increase?  
What are the experts in the field seeing firsthand?  This week on Viewpoints.

(Segment 2) Russia is a major exporter of diamonds, with the country supplying one-third of the world’s diamonds.  This is a notable amount as the large 
Russian diamond company, Alrosa has direct ties to the Russian government.  This week we hear about the global diamond trade, and what more needs to be 
done to ensure that the global diamond business is not funding Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Cardiology, Rare Conditions,  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      05/08/22 5:31am-5:42am 11 minutes                        
Heart Defects, Medical Innovation, (Segment 2) 5:44am-5:52am 08 minutes 
Youth At Risk; (Illegal Pharmacies, 
Public Health, Consumerism, Fed-
eral Drug Regulations, Biomedical
Technology, Counterfeit Medication,
Criminal Justice, Public Safety)

Narration: Tetrology of Fallot is a rare heart condition that usually requires at least one open-heart surgery.  However, two new self-expanding valves give 
up to eighty percent of patients the option of a catheterization procedure instead of surgery.  Dr. Jeff Zampi explains how important this advancement is for 
patients with TOF.

(Segment 2) Experts estimate that only four percent of online pharmacies are legitimate.  The rest are counterfeit operations that prey on customers by 
selling falsified medications.  A scientist reveals a new technology that puts the power back into consumers’ hands.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Public Health, Disease, History, Viewpoints/Segment 1            05/22/22 5:01am-5:12am 11 minutes                   
Epidemiology, Government; (Cul- (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:23am 09 minutes 
ture, Food Culture, Business, His-
tory, Health)

Narration: Wondering what to do with all those face masks you’ve accumulated over the past two years?  Well, these face coverings are good for more 
than just protecting against COVID-19.  Long before the pandemic, millions of people in countries across East Asia were accustomed to wearing a mask when 
they had a cold, it was peak flu season, or just in a crowded space.  We speak with two experts about the future of face masks in the U.S.

(Segment 2) Most of us point to McDonald’s as the founding of fast food as we know it.  But the American staple began nearly a hundred years ago with 
two chains, White Castle and A&W.  We speak with Adam Chandler, journalist and author of Drive-Thru Dreams: A Journey Through the Heart of America’s 
Fast-Food Kingdom about the events that fed into the rapid rise of the fast-food industry, and how different chains are fighting to stay present and on-trend in 
today’s competitive restaurant landscape. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Domestic Violence, Covid-19 Pan- Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      05/22/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
demic, State & Federal Regula- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
tions, Vulnerable Populations, 
Women & Children At Risk, 
Abuse, Public Safety; (Medical
Debt, Public Health, Patient Safety,
Vulnerable Populations, Emergency
Services, Healthcare, Insurance)

Narration: While stay-at-home orders were great for slowing the spread of Covid, they essentially trapped victims with their abusers.  As numbers of 
domestic violence reports rose, women’s shelters were overwhelming with people in need of safe housing.  One shelter employee discusses the challenges in 
helping the growing number of victims.

(Segment 2) Surprise medical bills are payments you believe are covered by insurance, but ultimately land back on you.  The No Surprise Act protects 
patients from having to pay for emergency services at out-of-network facilities and other similar situations.  Katie Keith describes why this law is necessary to 
protect patients.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Career, Personal Development, Viewpoints/Segment 1            05/29/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                   
Personal Finance, Technology, (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:22am 09 minutes 
Economy, Social Media; (Agricul-
ture, Food Production, Business,
Equality, Land Development) 

Narration: In 2021, more than forty million Americans left their jobs.  Many of these people left their current roles for greener pastures.  We analyze how 
the pandemic changed mindsets on work and discuss some strategies that people who are looking to switch jobs can use.

(Segment 2) The pandemic exposed the fragility of our global food system and just how much rely on the many components that make up the food supply 
chain.  At the height of the pandemic, when there were numerous food production and shipping delays, farmers across the U.S. stepped up and contributed to 
their local food supply.  With domestic farms declining, America is extremely reliant on foreign shipments.  We discuss the many challenges farmers are facing 
and the barriers to entry in agriculture. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Patient Safety, Rare Conditions,  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      05/29/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                        
Medical Mysteries, Vulnerable (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Populations, Mental Health, Dis-
abilities, Prevention, Public Health,
Consumerism; (Gender Issues, 
Aging, Suicide, Mental Health, 
Depression, Prevention, Public
Safety, Public Health, Vulnerable
Population)

Narration: Empty Nose Syndrome is a rare condition that can develop after some of the most common nose procedures.  Those affected are left in a 
constant feeling of suffocation, and there’s no cure.  An ENS sufferer describes his experience living with the condition.

(Segment 2) It’s long been the case that men over seventy have the highest rate of suicide.  This demographic is more likely to complete their first attempt 
than any other age group.  Dr. Carrie Ditzel discusses some possible reasons as to what’s driving elderly men to take their own lives.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Food Production, Sustainability, Viewpoints/Segment 1            06/05/22 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                   
Hobby, Personal Development, (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:23am 09 minutes 
Home Improvement; (Travel,
Personal Finance, Public Health,
Culture, History)

Narration: Getting started in gardening can seem overwhelming, especially if you have trouble keeping a solo houseplant alive.  But with some research 
and a small investment, the rewards of tending to a garden are life-long.  We speak with two gardening experts about how to get started and be successful this 
season.

(Segment 2) From long lines at the airport to hard-to-find reservations, people are traveling in full force this summer.  Acclaimed TV host and European 
tour guide Rick Steves joins us this week on Viewpoints to share several traveling tips, including how to get around crowds and stay safe this season. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Grief, Traumatic Loss, Bereave-  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      06/05/22 5:31am-5:44am 13 minutes                         
ment, Community Support, Death (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:51am 06 minutes 
of a Child, Grief Counseling; (Pat-
ient Safety, Consumerism, Botox,
Public Health, Overactive Bladder)

Narration: It can be difficult to figure out how to comfort someone dealing with a traumatic loss.  Often, there’s a fear of not knowing what to say, which 
can leave the grieving person feeling more alone.  Two bereaved mothers recount their experiences of losing their children, and detail what good support looks 
like.

(Segment 2) Though now known for its anti-aging effects, Botox was first used to manage medical conditions like hyperhidrosis and migraines.  Today, 
doctors are also using Botox to treat overactive bladder symptoms, a condition that plagues over thirty million Americans according to the National Association 
for Continence.  A specialist discusses the benefits of the procedure.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Art, Mental Health, Hobby, Per- Viewpoints/Segment 1            06/12/22 5:01am-5:11am 10 minutes                   
sonal Development, Education, (Segment 2) 5:14am-5:23am 09 minutes 
Literature; (Environment, Pollution,
Wildlife, Wildlife Protection, 
Health)

Narration: Remember how much fun it was to crack open a new coloring book and crayons when you were a kid?  These days, adults are reliving that 
thrill in massive numbers.  We talk to two of the most popular artists of these books about why and how they put them together, what the attraction is for adults, 
and how it can benefit everyone to sit down, unwind, and focus on the page in front of them.

(Segment 2) While many Americans have grown to be increasingly eco-conscious, some things remain the same.  It seems like all too often it’s common to 
see a driver chuck a cigarette butt out the window or throw one on the sidewalk.  We speak with expert Thomas Novotny about how this type of littering affects 
the environment and the wildlife within it. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Surrogacy, Commercial Gesta-  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      06/12/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                         
tional Surrogacy, Child Traffick- (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
ing, Women At Risk, Youth At 
Risk, Public Health, Public Safety,
Pregnancy, Pregnancy Complica-
tions, Family Issues, Exploitation;
(Public health, Vulnerable Popula-
tions, Breastfeeding, Mother Safety,
Formula Shortage, Youth At Risk,
Breast Surgery) 

Narration: Commercial gestational surrogacy allows parents to have a biological child that’s carried and birthed by another woman who receives a salary.  
Though many countries have outlawed commercial surrogacy, states in America are beginning to legalize it.  Experts weigh in on the ethical implications of 
commercialized surrogacy.

(Segment 2) Mothers across the nation panicked when a major recall and supply chain issues caused a baby formula shortage.  One response to the shortage 
told women to ‘just start breastfeeding again,’ but Dr. Karen Federici explains why that’s not as simple as it sounds.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Career, Business, Addiction,  Viewpoints/Segment 1            06/19/22 5:01am-5:10am 09 minutes                   
Health, Personal Development, (Segment 2) 5:13am-5:23am 10 minutes 
Entrepreneurship; (Communication,
Psychology, Career, Literature, In-
formation Technology)

Narration: Iliana Regan has worked in the restaurant biz in almost every position imaginable.  From mid-tier service to high-end fine dining, she’s a self-
taught, Michelin-starred chef that’s known for her ability to create masterful dishes using naturally sourced and foraged ingredients.  However, as she’s risen the 
ranks over the years and made a name for herself, she’s also had several low points in her life that have shaped who she is today.  We sit down in-person with 
Regan to talk about her fine dining career and her struggles with addiction.

(Segment 2) How do professionals question people in a way that uncovers the truth?  What are some body gestures that show someone’s lying?  This week 
we speak with one interrogation expert about the subtle signs that give people away and how the average person can use these tactics in day-to-day interactions. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Virtual Reality, Public Health,  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      06/19/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                         
Chronic Pain, Healthcare, Medical (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Technology, Consumerism, Pain
Management, Virtual Therapeutics,
Mental Health, Psychology; (Skin 
Cancer, Public Health, Patient 
Safety, Skin Damage, Sun Exposure,
Pollution, Technology, Skin Safety)

Narration: Doctors can now treat chronic pain with the technology of virtual reality.  Patient Tom Norris joins us to share his experience using a VR 
headset in place of sedatives when doctors removed three tumors from his bladder.  Dr. Brennan Spiegel at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center reveals how VR 
treatment works and how virtual therapeutics will revolutionize medicine.

(Segment 2) Summer’s finally here, which means enjoying popsicles and pool days.  But if you’ve been waiting all year for a summer tan, you may want to 
rethink that plan.  Even a ‘healthy glow’ means our cells have already been damaged, and the sun isn’t the only problem.  Dr. Shadi Kourosh discusses how 
factors like air pollution and digital screens can also harm our skin.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________



Description of Issue Program/Segment Date Time Duration

Child Development, Inequity, Pov- Viewpoints/Segment 1            06/26/22 5:01am-5:12am 11 minutes                   
erty, Parenting, Motherhood, Gen- (Segment 2) 5:15am-5:22am 07 minutes 
erational Inequality, Mental Health,
Education; (Fashion, Manufacturing,
Sustainability, Environment, Worker’s
Rights, Inequity, Global Issues, Fair
Wages) 

Narration: There are more than 438,000 employees in childcare, according to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics.  As of May 2021, the media hourly 
wage in this sector is around $13/hour.  With rising costs and many other open jobs, many are leaving their positions in childcare.  We speak with two experts 
about the growing early childcare gap in the U.S. and why bettering the sector starts with valuing these workers more.

(Segment 2) The average garment worker in Bangladesh is paid about $86/month.  A livable wage in the country is around $200/month.  Even in the U.S., 
it’s not much better.  Most employees in U.S. garment factories work 60-70 hour per week and are paid $300/week, totaling $1,200/month, according to the 
Garment Worker Center.  Longtime fashion writer and industry expert Dana Thomas joins us to help us understand the labor and environment crisis plaguing the 
fashion industry. 
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Venom, Venomous Animals, Pub-  Radio Health Journal/Segment 1      06/26/22 5:31am-5:43am 12 minutes                         
lic Safety, Public Health, Research (Segment 2) 5:45am-5:52am 07 minutes 
Methods, Venomics, Pharmaceutical
Research, Biochemistry, Animal 
Safery, Immunization; (Mental
Wellness Applications, Mental 
Health, Public Health, Psychology,
Therapy, Digital Programs, Public
Safety, Personal Information, Health
Care

Narration: Researchers have discovered how to use evolutions deadliest and oldest weapon for good.  But how can scientists create medicine from lethal 
venom?  Dr. Leslie Boyer reveals the entire process and explains why horses are so valuable to the research.



(Segment 2) The World Health Organization reports a 25% global increase in anxiety and depression throughout the pandemic.  During the same time, the 
mental health app industry skyrocketed.  But how helpful are these programs?  Dr. Stephanie Collier discusses the dangers of using these apps, many of which 
have no scientific evidence of successfully treating mental health.
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

WCPY-FM 92.7
Radio Health Journal and Viewpoints
Most Significant Treatment of Issues:

04/01/22 to 06/30/22

ViewPoints

- Addiction 19 minutes
- Addiction Treatment 10 minutes
- Adolescent Development 11 minutes
- Agriculture 09 minutes
- Architecture 08 minutes
- Art 10 minutes
- Business 39 minutes
- Business Management 10 minutes
- Career 54 minutes
- Charitable Giving 09 minutes



- Child Development 11 minutes
- Climate Change 11 minutes
- Commerce 07 minutes
- Communication 26 minutes
- Conflict 09 minutes
- Consumerism 10 minutes
- Culture 18 minutes
- Disease 11 minutes
- Economy 09 minutes
- Endangered Species 11 minutes
- Education 32 minutes
- Entrepreneurship 09 minutes
- Environment 45 minutes
- Epidemiology 11 minutes
- Equality 09 minutes
- Fair Wages 07 minutes
- Fashion 07 minutes
- Fashion Industry 10 minutes
- Finance 07 minutes
- Food Culture 09 minutes
- Food Production 19 minutes
- Generational Inequality 11 minutes
- Global Issues 16 minutes



- Global Trade 07 minutes
- Government 20 minutes
- Health 27 minutes
- History 58 minutes
- Hobby 20 minutes
- Home Improvement 10 minutes
- Humanitarian Aid 09 minutes
- Human Resources 10 minutes
- Immigration 09 minutes
- Inequity 18 minutes
- Information Technology 10 minutes
- Labor Relations 12 minutes
- Labor Rights 12 minutes
- Land Development 09 minutes
- Language 09 minutes
- Law 07 minutes
- Literature 20 minutes
- Manufacturing 17 minutes
- Media 09 minutes
- Medical Research 10 minutes
- Mental Health 42 minutes
- Mining 07 minutes
- Motherhood 11 minutes



- Natural Resources 07 minutes
- Ocean Science 11 minutes
- Opioid Epidemic 10 minutes
- Parenting 11 minutes
- Personal Development 38 minutes
- Personal Finance 18 minutes
- Personal Growth 07 minutes
- Politics 09 minutes
- Pollution 09 minutes
- Poverty 11 minutes
- Professional Development 07 minutes
- Psychiatry 11 minutes
- Psychology 30 minutes
- Public Health 20 minutes
- Public Service 09 minutes
- Refugee Crisis 09 minutes
- Relationships 09 minutes
- Science 10 minutes
- Social Media 09 minutes
- Sustainability 17 minutes
- Technology 19 minutes
- Tourism 08 minutes
- Travel 09 minutes



- Urban Planning 08 minutes
- War 23 minutes
- Wealth Inequity 12 minutes
- Wildlife 09 minutes
- Wildlife Protection 09 minutes
- Worker’s Rights 29 minutes

Radio Health Journal

- Abuse 12 minutes
- Addiction 23 minutes
- Aging 07 minutes
- Animal Safety 12 minutes
- Bereavement 13 minutes
- Biochemistry 12 minutes
- Biology 11 minutes
- Biomedical Technology 08 minutes
- Botox 06 minutes
- Brain Disorder 15 minutes
- Breast Cancer 08 minutes
- Breast Feeding 07 minutes
- Breast Surgery 07 minutes



- Cardiology 11 minutes
- Child Abuse 11 minutes
- Child Trafficking 12 minutes
- Chronic Pain 19 minutes
- Commercial Gestational Surrogacy 12 minutes
- Community Support 13 minutes
- Consumerism 59 minutes
- Counterfeit Medication 08 minutes
- Covid-19 Pandemic 12 minutes
- Criminal Justice 20 minutes
- Death 11 minutes
- Death of a Child 13 minutes
- Depression 07 minutes
- Digital Programs 07 minutes
- Disabilities 12 minutes
- Discrimination 08 minutes
- Domestic Violence 12 minutes
- Drug Overdose 12 minutes
- Economic Security 11 minutes
- Education 11 minutes
- Emergency Services 07 minutes
- Environment 08 minutes
- Ethics 20 minutes



- Evolution 11 minutes
- Exploitation 12 minutes
- Family Issues 23 minutes
- FDA Regulations 08 minutes
- Federal Drug Regulations 08 minutes
- Football 08 minutes
- Formula Shortage 07 minutes
- Gender Issues 07 minutes
- Grief 13 minutes
- Grief Counseling 13 minutes
- Harm Reduction 12 minutes
- Head Trauma 08 minutes
- Heart Defects 11 minutes
- Health Care 45 minutes
- Illegal Pharmacies 08 minutes
- Immunization 12 minutes
- Incarceration 12 minutes
- Inmate Safety 12 minutes
- Insurance 07 minutes
- Invasive Treatment 08 minutes
- Maltreatment 11 minutes
- Medical Debt 07 minutes
- Medical Innovation 11 minutes



- Medical Mysteries 12 minutes
- Medical Technology 18 minutes
- Mental Health          91 minutes
- Mental Health Diagnosis 11 minutes
- Mental Wellness Applications 07 minutes
- Mining 08 minutes
- Minority Issues 08 minutes
- Mother Safety 07 minutes
- Natural Resources 08 minutes
- Neurology 11 minutes
- Neuroscience 19 minutes
- Non-Invasive Treatment 07 minutes
- Overactive Bladder 06 minutes
- Pain Management 11 minutes
- Parenting 11 minutes
- Patient Safety 49 minutes
- Personal Information 07 minutes
- Pharmaceutical Research 12 minutes
- Pollution 08 minutes
- Pregnancy 12 minutes
- Pregnancy Complications 12 minutes
- Prevention 19 minutes
- Private & Public Prisons 12 minutes



- Prison Reform 12 minutes
- Prolonged Grief 11 minutes
- Psychology 29 minutes
- Public Health        162 minutes
- Public Safety 81 minutes
- Rare Conditions 23 minutes
- Rehabilitation 24 minutes
- Reproduction 11 minutes
- Research Methods 12 minutes
- Romantic Relationships 11 minutes
- Safety In Sports 08 minutes
- Skin Cancer 08 minutes
- Skin Damage 08 minutes
- Skin Safety 08 minutes
- State & Federal Regulations 12 minutes
- State Legislation 12 minutes
- Substance Abuse 12 minutes
- Suicide 07 minutes
- Sun Exposure 08 minutes
- Surrogacy 12 minutes
- Systemic Racism 08 minutes
- Technology 08 minutes
- Therapy 07 minutes



- Traumatic Loss 24 minutes
- Vaginal Rejuvenation 08 minutes
- Venom 12 minutes
- Venomics 12 minutes
- Venomous Animals 12 minutes
- Virtual Reality 11 minutes
- Virtual Therapeutics 11 minutes
- Vulnerable Population          95 minutes
- Women At Risk 32 minutes
- Youth At Risk 65 minutes



WCPY-FM 92.7
Public Affairs Schedule

04/01/22-06/30/22

Sunday, April 03, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, April 10, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, April 17, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, April 24, 2022 5am-6am

Sunday, May 01, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, May 08, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, May 22, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, May 29, 2022 5am-6am

Sunday, June 05, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, June 12, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, June 19, 2022 5am-6am
Sunday, June 26, 2022 5am-6am


